
Joshua Keene 

Week 1 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

Documentation 5/2 1h 1h Completed 

Level Creation 5/2 3h 8h Completed 

Source Character Models 5/2 3h 7h 30m Completed 

Place Units 5/2 1h 20m In Progress 

Assist Nathan with scripting/abilities/cinematics 5/2 3h 4h In Progress 

Audio Recording 5/2 3h 0h Not Started 

Review and Critique  5/2 1h 1h In Progress 

Dialogue Writing                         (Added after promises)  5/2 1h 2h In Progress 

 

Total Hours Logged this week: 18h out of 15h quota.   

Notes 

   This week Nathan and I thought we could complete the whole mission, we grossly underestimated how long certain tasks would 

take, this is because we based our estimates off our practice work in the editor without taking into account factors like, in my case, 

that the map would be much bigger and would need to be designed to specification which slows progress as more planning is 

needed and that while finding models is easy, implementing them, seeing if  they even work and then applying hero glow and adjust 

scale if needed requires far more time than I thought.  

   Placing units is essentially complete, I placed the hero and enemy custom units in the test area with two versions of all custom 

enemies placed, one set on the same team as the heroes so that Nathan can control them and test abilities manually and the other 

set on the enemy team so that combat can be tested and so that when the abilities are complete one of us can quickly just drag the 

enemy set to their locations in a few seconds, placing those custom enemies is all that remains with unit placing. 

   I also reworked our workflow document to make it easier for both of us to see what abilities had been done, were being done and 

what needed to be done on a micro level and I think this helped to greatly speed Nathan’s workflow. And I made a good start on 

documenting exactly what dialogue we are going to need to record, this is a very necessary step that we overlooked in our planning 

and promises phase.  

   We both started using Hack n Plan for the first time, we had problems adding people to begin with so somethings had to added 

retrospectively and as we were still learning how it works through the week some times of logs and comments don’t line up 

correctly  

        

What went Right 

✓ I think that while we did have major issues with time estimations the end results with both level and character models are 

very positive, even if I feel there could be improvements to both.  

✓ Nathan and I worked well together and communicated effectively. 

What went Wrong 

• A serious underestimation of how long certain tasks would take. 

• Documentation had to be added to/reworked to be more effective.  

What I’ve learned 

✓ The importance of clear and easy to read documentation, especially in group work situations. 

✓ Just how long certain tasks take and the kind of things, like imported models not working, that you need to account for.  

✓ That we should break tasks like ‘Level creation’ down into smaller parts like ‘preliminary layout’ and ‘detail pass’ etc. 



Personal Rating (7 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 7 as while I did not deliver anywhere close to what I promised it is not because I didn’t put 

the work in, we have both worked almost every available waking hour to get this as far along as possible but our initial time 

estimations let us down, I think I did a lot of good hard work and made very good progress, estimations aside. Also, as our 

estimations were off across the board Nathan’s scripting tasks took much longer too meaning that neither of us was being delayed 

by the other. We now know that we need to break down our tasks further, that our documentation needs to be more informative and 

clear from the off so that it doesn’t need to be redone as while vagueness is fine for the planning phase it is not further into 

development and it slows progress and we’ve learnt not to underestimate timings, this is also something that will improve as we get 

more experience doing the tasks we are estimating for.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Joshua Keene 

Week 2 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week: 

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

 Script Audio (Dialogue) 12/2 2h 1h 45m Completed 

 Unit Spawning 12/2 5h 4h Completed 

 Quest Implementation 12/2 2h 7h Completed 

 Balancing 12/2 2.5h 2h In Progress 

 AI Ability Use scripting assist 12/2 4h 2h In Progress 

 Bug testing/fixing                                     (Not promised) 12/2 N/A 2h In Progress 

 Level Tweaks                                             (Not promised) 12/2 N/A 1h Completed 

 

Total Hours Logged this week: 19h 45m out of 15h 30m quota.  

Notes 

   This week I was allocated with finishing off some tasks that ran over from the week before such as the dialogue writing 

and the quest implementation, quests ran way over the time assigned to them, but this was because I ran into an issue 

late on into implementation involving the restriction that the mark quest complete function only marked the last 

created quest completed, no a specified one and as there was no clear way to designate a quest ID I tried to work 

around the issue to no avail but then I found that I could set a quest once created to be equal to a variable that I 

specified and so I essentially re-implemented the quests from the beginning using this new technique which produced a 

much better end result.  

   As we began adding in the boss fights and cinematics we discovered that certain areas of the map were too small and 

awkward to be enjoyable to play in so I had to tweak the map and change the positions of certain walls and we also, to 

save some very costly work, reduced the size of the player character colliders so that they are able to better move past 

each other. Along with these required tweaks I found out how to set a custom lighting environment so that we didn’t 

have to stick with the default dungeon which made everything very bright and I added some polish by adding a proper 

loading screen for the level with a proper description.  I did several little tasks like this one like hiding dummy character 

from the end score screen and changing player names so that they are story friendly rather than (Computer). 

   Along with quest implementation I did other small scripting tasks so that my team mate could focus on the more 

intensive cinematic scripts, I handled triggers that makes a boss appear when one of two enemies dies that work 

whether you kill either one first and I also handled our finial bosses teleport abilities. 

   I also tackled some bugs that popped up, mostly involving our final bosses teleport ability as one issue was that it was 

being triggered more than once which I solved by simply making the trigger turn itself off after its first trigger event.  

What went Right 

✓ Better at time estimations, still a bit off but much better than last week. 

✓ Continued to work well with my teammate and communicate effectively. 

✓ Were able to find solutions to problems that allowed reiteration that led to a better result. 

✓ The map is fully playable from start to finish and only needs small tweaks and additions.  

What went Wrong 

• Time estimations are still unreliable.  

• Because the abilities ran over my team mate still had very defined tasks to do, while I hadn’t been delayed as 

much meaning that on several occasion I wasn’t working on anything specific, just tweaks and adjustments. 



What I’ve learned 

✓ Using variables in the Warcraft editor, they have a wide range of very useful applications, quests being only one 

and I will be using them in future maps.  

✓ Because Warcraft editor has one map file it means that it is very hard for team members to work simultaneously 

on one map as the level nears completion as everybody ideally needs access to the master map, so It is important 

that either work is not scheduled at the same time or that there are other defined tasks that can be completed 

without the map. 

✓ Better testing early on. I tested the corridor sizes before beginning that level but didn’t test with the full party of 

five heroes that we had, and I didn’t think about our boss character that spawns 10 copies of herself. Luckily, we 

were able to fix these issues very easily on this occasion. 

Personal Rating (8 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 8, as I while we were much better with our estimates we were still off and 

while I did put in more work than promised I was not as productive as last week even if we did get a larger number of 

tasks done and additionally we will likely miss our two week deadline we set to have the map done and dusted 

completely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Author: Joshua Keene 

Week 3 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

1 On Paper Level Design 19/2 2h 1h 30m Completed 

4 Final Level Design 19/2 8h 10h In Progress 

 

Total Hours Logged this week: 11h 30m out of 10h quota.   

Notes 

   This week I was assigned the task of Environmental Artist and Lead Level Designer, immediately after the RP session 

was concluded I helped Rowan start his role as Level Designer by discussing the level requirements and brain storming 

ideas and making paper level designs for him to work off.  

   Once Rowan had completed his task I took over possession of the master map and began my task, I ran into a couple of 

issues which included hitting the limit for the number of destructibles in the map, this meant that we could not cover 

anywhere near as much of the map as we wanted to which was a very large blow given that our map was set in a 

particularly densely forested area of the world. This meant that I had to spend a great deal of time looking for work 

arounds including making custom doodads with tree models, custom units with tree models and flat out recreating 

Rowan’s layout but on a smaller map but these proved either problematic or in the case of remaking the map inefficient 

so in the end I had to place the tress individually by hand so that I could have the spacing just right so that the bare 

minimum of the map that needed tree coverage had it.  

   Additionally, to this the weekly documentation challenge was more time consuming than I had foreseen and took time 

from me that I thought I would have to complete the map despite running late on delivery.    

What went Right 

✓ Worked well with Rowan planning the level, haven’t worked with him before. 

✓ Managed to work around the tree problem. 

✓ Map as it stands so far is of very high quality. 

What went Wrong 

• I have once again underestimated how long the task would take, especially seeing has I knew the tree limit could 

potentially cause an issue, but I didn’t plan for it. 

• Didn’t time manage properly to accommodate for the weekly challenge. 

What I’ve learned 

✓ To allow for issues arising in the time estimates rather than estimating a best-case scenario. 

✓ That future maps (depending on setting) should be much smaller if we need to cover them in trees. 

✓ Allow plenty of time for the weekly document hand ins. 

✓ Make use of Andre as my support. 

Personal Rating (6 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 6, as I have been unable to deliver what I promised and it could hold up my 

team members who have things ready to implement, however I have worked whenever I had time available and I’ve 

worked hard to get as much done as possible so I don’t think I’ll be more than a day late so I should hold  everyone up to a 

large degree, the affect should be negligible. 



Author: Josh K 

Week 4 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

1 Finish Map 20/2 4h 6h Completed 

- Map Modifications based on Feedback 20/2 - 2h 30m Completed 

2 Begin Quest Implementation 26/2 4h 2h Completed 

 

Total Hours Logged this week: 10h 30m out of 8h quota.   

Notes 

   This week I needed to finish the map as soon as possible as the task had run over from last week. This mainly involved 

finishing off the Horde outposts, adding creep camps and a few of the alliances ones and adding some doodads to the 

path to make them more interesting and detailed.  

   A bandit and, lore fitting, Satyr creep camp as examples of some of the creep camps added in order to give the player 

optional side objectives to make the level more interesting, rewards have also been placed as a reward for players. 

   As examples of the outposts, Maestra’s post was modified according to Rowan’s feedback to have more organic 

building placement, I also added stone walls and human armour and weapon wracks to represent the human force 

guarding to post in our level. As an example, for the Horde outposts the image is of the Warsong Labour Camp where I 

have used doodad tree stumps rather than the destructible variant to save on the destructible limit and allow more 

trees. I also included details like cages to show that it is a labour camp. 

 

 



   I added a number of details to the paths to make them more interesting such as barricades with corpses slumped 

against them showing the contested state of the region and the ongoing conflict as well as destroyed elven buildings 

with scorched remains outside, showing the Horde as the aggressor. Along with this I added details like fallen logs and 

mushrooms to make the environment consistent with Ashenvale in lore and to help immerse the player. 

   Now that the map was fully complete I sent it off to Declan to review it once more, as Declan has a lot of Warcraft 3 

experience he was able to identify several playability problems mainly to do with the lack of space in certain areas as 

well as problems with the gold mines being too far from the Night Elf main building, an issue I had not foreseen as I had 

not played Night Elves before. He also had a few comments on the linearity of the level. 

   I moved the gold mines of all bases closer to the main building and gave Astranaar more space to assemble armies and 

build production facilities. I also gave more room where the bridges from Astranaar connect with the mainland to allow 

for the large battles that will happen there. 

 

 

 



 
   To combat the linearity of the level I added several new paths over a hill with a goblin merchant on top, a cut through 
in the hill as well as a Murlock camp spanning the lake, providing more options to get to certain places as well was 
making use of more of the map. 

   I added three more spaces for Furbolgs to spawn and added a second route to get to the Furbolgs as this was also a 

concern and replaced one of the bandit camps with Satyr as they are more lore friendly, along this vein I also added a 

troll camp to show off the Horde presence and further show off the contested region. 

 
   At Declan’s recommendation I added Murlock’s to the river crossing which is what sparked the idea to have the 
Murlock camp across the lake. 
 

 

 

 

 



   This week I also began implementing the quests for my part as support for quest design, I have them all set up in an 
external map ready to be imported into the master map, I have given the quest relevant descriptions, icons and 
requirements and have set up the trigger so that I can create and then deactivate all of them on start so that when 
implementing them I can just enable them at the appropriate time inside a cinematic, on a trigger etc. I also have the 
additional requirements for Xigbi and Fidir surviving premade but not active so I can just copy paste them where I need 
them when implementing to save time. Similarly, I have all the quest messages made so that I can copy paste them 
where I need them when implementing also. 
   All quests are ready to be implemented which should be a speedy and easy process since I’ve set it up so I just have to 
move things about, additional trigger creation/editing should be minimal. 
   Quests can be seen in detail in the attached video. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What went Right 

✓ Declan was able to identify potentially very damaging issues early on and now the map is of a very high quality 

from both a visual and gameplay standpoint.  

✓ The map was completed only a day after it was meant to be, so the delay caused has been minimal.  

✓ Creating the quests was much quicker than planned and quicker than the last map I did them for. 

What went Wrong 

• Because the issues identified with the map were quite fundamental it took quite a long time to implement the 

changes needed. 

• It was difficult to know exactly what quests were needed as the dialogue script has still not been completed, as 

support for Quest Design I may have to usurp that task from the master. 

What I’ve learned 

✓ The value of having someone experienced with Warcraft 3 test the map as while I did not test Fidir’s map 

properly for space last time this time I did place all Night Elf building types to get an idea of how much space I’d 

need but as Declan pointed how this is not a practically realistic representation of the requirements in game. 

✓ Communication between roles for what we need from each other specifically for our role, as while we have 

dependencies on tasks it’s just that that task needs doing first, if the cinematic designer needs buildings and units 

set to certain teams for their cinematics then the level designers need to know that. 

Personal Rating (9 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 9, as the work that ran over from last we has been completed in a speedy 

manor without sacrificing quality and I have allowed much more time to complete the documentation challenges to a 

higher level and I managed to complete preparing for quest implementation in half the time I thought I’d need.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Author: Josh K 

Week 5 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

1 Source Character Models 4/3 8h 10h Completed 

2 Dialogue transcript 4/3 4h - Not Started 

 

Total Hours Logged this week: 10h out of 14h quota.   

Notes 

   This week it was very difficult to find time to undertake warcraft tasks but the main task I needed to get done was 
fining the character art so that we can start properly implementing abilities and cinematics into the map once that’s 
done. 
   First, I went through the RP session and documents again to find all of the models that we will need in the whole map 
and then went through that list again to find out which are in game already and which will need custom models. I made 
the list one the studio google spreadsheet we’re using to keep track of all the tasks for all the maps. 

   I updated the list as I went and the only last model, we need is Umbron’s, but I need to get that from Bia and Owen, I 
have suggested to the team that we put the necessary model, model portrait and icon files in the respective character 
channels but we’re still in the process of getting that into effect.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   In the character model map, I placed all units into named regions so that it was easy for the reviewer to differentiate 
between what teams and category the models fall into.  
   I also included all models in the map not just the custom ones I sourced like the abominations and necromancers and 
also the bosses like Hadronox or Anub’Arak which have base game models, Hadronox being a custom variant of a giant 
spider that I scaled up. I also included trees, a mine and town hall to test that the builder units were working.   

   The bosses were simple to find models for, Anub’Arak already had one in game, Hadronox is a giant spider and there 

already many spiders in game so I just made a custom variant and scaled it up. For Bronjahm it was difficult as there 

aren’t many shade models on Hive so I went with the one I thought was best even though I’m not one hundred percent 

okay with it. For Kirik’Thir there was a WoW rip of his exact model however it didn’t play well with being given custom 

hero glow so instead I found a more grand looking similar model and instead used the WoW Kirik’Thir models as his 

watchers as they suit well and can be a little nod to the WoW rendition of the boss.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     For the boss minions there are the Watchers that I’ve already explained, I have a custom unit for each watcher, but 
they use the same model as in WoW they are not very different from each other as can be seen in the right image. Also, 
there aren’t an infinite number of good quality Nerubian models on Hive so this saves us some potential headaches. 
   For the small spiders that are attacking Hadronox I found a spider model that had more spindly legs as all the base 
game ones are quite thick legged and that doesn’t fit a small spider so well, I also scaled the model down and gave it a 
very small collision circle so that the sheer number of them in game don’t block the player so much. 
   With Anub’Arak’s minions there were some initial issues as many of the impressive looking more intricate Nerubian 
models come with hero glow, and while it’s simple to add hero glow you can’t remove it without using the model editor 
which I have no experience in so it took a while going through a few models.  
   The Anub’ar Guardian is holding a spear weapon in one hand and standing in guard position, so I felt that he was 
perfect for the guardian. The guardian in WoW just has armour on to differentiate him so I think that this rendition is 
actually better.  

   When I researched the Anub’ar Darter I found out that it was a flying creature, 
which I didn’t know previously so it’s a good job I did research so I was able to 
find a model that while not particularly close to the WoW rendition it is a flyer 
and so is more lore friendly than not.  
 
 Anub’ar Darter in WoW 
 
 
 
    

    
   For the Venomancer the best fit I found was a scorpion looking Nerubian which 

isn’t very lore friendly and does not look close to it’s model in WoW however a 

scorpion looking creature does convey the poison aspect much better to the player 

than the WoW rendition does.  

 

                                                                                                        Venomancer in WoW → 

 

 

   The Anub’ar Assassin was tricky to find a model for too, the one I have settled 

on isn’t entirely appropriate as it carries a bow and arrow while the assassin is 

melee focused and has a backstab ability, however both my model and WoW 

model have a red theme going and we could always take creative liberty with the 

ability and rename it to ambush or something similar.  

 Anub’ar Assassin in WoW 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   For the Nerubian units attacking the camp it was easy, Crypt Fiends are already in game, for the Plaguebearer 
Nerubian I found a nice crypt fiend that had a diseased looking underbelly that I thought was perfect, the Swarmer 
Nerubians I found a small beetle and for the Scourge Brute I found a suitable undead looking beefy Nerubian.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   We also needed units for the player to build and as such they needed builders, I found a dwarf builder model and 
based it off the human peasant, and for the undead I based the Wight off of the ghoul so that they have the ghoul 
harvest lumber ability. 
   For the Undead the abominations and necromancers are already in game and so I only need to find wights and 
forsaken mages, the wight model is a WoW rip so its very lore friendly and the sorceress model for the forsaken mage 
has appropriate animations to fly and clearly show the player they are a mage/sorceress.  
   For the dwarf units the rifle man is already in game and for the healer I was able to find a model heavily base of the 
rifleman and so they look very uniform while the healer is still clearly a healer with his staff. The berserker model is 
clearly a berserker as it dual wields and the Shield breaker is clearly the one with the heavy armor and so I feel they are 
all very appropriate.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   I also ensured that I found appropriate Icon BTN and DISBTN files for all of the buildable custom units.  

   For the script Nathan has decided that it is easier for him to do dialogue as he needs it when building the cinematics 

and so the scripts is less necessary now, its purpose will just be for the voice acting so I will complete the scrip once the 

cinematics are in place. This turned out to be quite fortunate as I do not think I would’ve had the time to complete it if 

Nathan had needed it.  

 

What went Right 

✓ Was able to time manage effectively so that I could work a substantial amount on warcraft as well as on other 

workloads.  

✓ This week again I devoted much more time to completing the documentation elements and have produced 

higher quality documents as a result.  

✓ As a studio we have organized documents everyone can access to log progress and tasks that need doing across 

all maps and so we are working together as a studio well.  

What went Wrong 

• Some people are not using the studio documentation, so we still don’t know what needs to be done on all maps. 

• I ran over on my time estimate for model sourcing however I am getting better with estimated as the weeks 

come and go.  

• I wasn’t able to meet my promised hours quota as I did not foresee the amount of work I needed to do for other 

commitments.  

What I’ve learned 

✓ Getting all team members on the same page with planning and documentation is crucial.  

✓ Better account for the amount of time needed for other commitments.  

✓ From the feasibility study I’ve found out why as a studio we are not performing outstandingly, we have a few 

week links in the chain but predominantly experience is everything.  

Personal Rating (7 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 7, as I managed to time manage quite well given the amount of work I needed 

to fit in and I also think that the work that I have outputted on all fronts is of good quality, however I did not complete all 

assigned tasks and I once again keep over running with time estimations.  

 

 

 



Author: Josh K 

Week 6 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

1 Fix Certain Character Model Issues 12/3 2h 2h Completed 

2 Dialogue transcript 12/3 4h 3h 30m Completed 

3 Support Bia on LD 12/3 2h 2h In Progress 

- Quest Implementation - - 1h In Progress 
 

Total Hours Logged this week:  8h 30m out of 8h quota.   

Notes 

   This week there was much less to do, firstly I tackled some small issues with the models from the first week. The 

dwarven shield breaker model had a non-functioning portrait despite the file being imported with the same file path 

format that other portraits had, I looked that the models readme file but it had nothing so I decided to just find a new 

model for the shield breaker.  

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The scourge brute also had no portrait, but this was just because I had forgotten to import it in from the models file, a 

simple fix.  

 

 

   

 The Swarmer Nerubian also had no portrait but this was because it simply doesn’t have one so we had to decide 

between finding an alternative model that did have a portrait (the three pictured above were the possible 

replacements) or we could just keep our current model that had no portrait since it fit the swarmer characteristic so well 



and the portrait is likely not going to be seen at all or for very short amount of time where as the model is seen all the 

time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    In the end we decided that we would just move forward with the model with no portrait as it had the better model, 
which means that the models have been reviewed, fixed and fully ready to be implemented once the map is completed. 
   I also deleted abilities from custom character that they don’t have making them all clean slates for the ability designer 
to add them on once implemented.  
 
   I also began transcribing that dialogue Nathan had written in the cinematics for later use for when we begin recording 

voice lines, it will be easier to have one document for each map to refer to. The transcript can be found attached.   

  For my support role for Bia on level design. I helped her with some minor issues that I was able to help her with over 

message, I helped her decide what kind of props should be in certain parts of the level and with finding certain 

props/units she wanted to find as some can be hidden in strange places in the editor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   She was also struggling with how to layout the main camp so I offered to place down all of the buildings that would 

likely be built in the camp by the end by the player so that all she would have to do was move them about to a nice 

looking camp, I could then go in later and remove the building that the player isn’t going to start with 



 

   I am now in the process of doing an art pass of sorts to try and make the level of higher standard now that the 

cinematics and character models have now been implemented. My main focus so far has been the exterior of the cave 

where the camp is and where the attacks will be coming from.  

   There was quite a lot of work to do as Bia had not moved the buildings at all from where I had placed them or added 

trees for the player to harvest for resources so I added thos trees and laid out the buildings in a more organic and logical 

format, I also added small details such as barricades in front of the towers and tents with fire pits pushed to edge and 

out of the way to give a good atmosphere without being distruptive to the player. 

   I also am in the process of adding more decoration to the non-camp areas of the exterior section such as trees and 

shrubs, I also added more path ways for the enemy to get to the camp so that there are more angles of attack making it 

a more interesting level, this is a recommendation a gave to Bia in last weeks review but it hadn’t been done so I 

thought I would add it.  

 

 



 

   I have also begun to implement quests into the map while I have the opportunity as I’m in possession of the master 

map, I have made the creation script which I have now become very quick at implementing as I have done quests for 

every map I have been on, I have assigned them appropriate icons, descriptions and requirements and can now begin 

attaching the quest completion logic to the appropriate cinematic triggers which shouldn’t be a very long task to 

complete.  

What went Right 

✓ Fixing the models was quick, simple and fitted the time I allotted for it.  

✓ Again, I devoted much more time to completing the documentation elements and I think I have produced higher 

quality documents as a result.  

✓ More people in the studio have now been using the documentation created to keep track of progress.  

✓ Quest Implementation has been super quick, on the first map I did it took around 7 hours and now it should take 

just under 2. 

✓ I was much more active in my support role than I have been previously.  

What went Wrong 

• Some people are still not using the studio documentation, so we still don’t know what needs to be done on all 

maps which could impact efficiency later. 

• As the map was not completed last week it means that, character, cinematic and quest implementation has been 

held up.  

• It has been 2 weeks and the map is not up to an acceptable level so now it needs to fall on me to bring it up to a 

good level.  

What I’ve learned 

✓ As support for a role don’t rely on being reached out to, reach out and offer help so that people don’t feel like 

they’re taking your time away.   

✓ It’s okay to shift around roles to make the production role more efficient, Nathan has been able to finish the 

cinematics really quickly as he hasn’t had to wait the couple days it takes to write the script and so now he is free 

to support Owen with abilities.   

Personal Rating (7 out of 10) 

I think I would arguably rate myself with a 7, as while this week has been my lowest for hours of logged work I have been 

able to tackle many small tasks that need to be completed to ensure overall success for the level, I have been much more 

active as a support role for Bia and I have complete all of assigned/promised tasks that were solely mine. I was able to 

give the time needed to documentation and I made a better balance between warcraft work and Unity work.  

 



Author: Josh K 

Week 7 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

4 Orb of Frost map art pass, 
details/doodads/environmental storytelling 

18/3 6h 7h Completed 

5 Quest Implementation in Alliance map alongside 
Declan doing TechTrees 

18/3 4h 4h Completed 

 

Total Hours Logged this week:  11h out of 10h quota.   

Notes 

   My main task this week was to go over the Orb of Frost map that Bia had provided at the end of the 2 weeks and 
effectively take over the level design role to bring the map up to a level that would be acceptable. The map was missing 
any kind of scenery, buildings, details so I knew it would be a big task. Some of the more fundamental/broad changes I 
made entailed slightly altering the layout of the dungeon to make it longer and to add some off shooting paths so that 
there would be more room for trash mobs and I enlarged the map bounds so that there would be more room to spawn 
enemies on the paths south and west of the camp as previously the camp was too close to the edge to make it feasible.  
 

   I had already tackled the camp and most of the exterior as part of my level design support role last week so this week I 
just added some more details like floating chunks of ice in the water, snow and web covered rocks scattered about and I 
also added some igloos and some penguins on top of an inaccessible hill next to the player camp for some extra 
humorous detail that I thought would be fun.  
 

 



 

   My first major task was to revamp Kirik’Thir’s boss room so that it was no longer baron, the main thing lacking was a 
gate for him to guard, he is the Gatekeeper after all so that was the first thing to add, I also used obelisks as pillars to 
flank Kirik’Thir position to give him prominence in the room and I also place some treasure and an item behind him as a 
reward for player once he’s dead. Around the room I added some webbed rock and ice spikes to show the danger 
escalation of danger from the exterior section of the map as well as some strung up corpses, junk piles and items to add 
some much-needed detail.  
   In the right image you can also see an example of the kind of areas I carved out to make room for some more creep 
mobs and I also added items at the end of long dead ends to make the effort worthwhile for the player.  

   I also gave some more attention to the area that Bia had carved out for the egg quest as previously the only eggs there 
were the minimal ones Nathan had placed in order to be able to fulfill his role as cinematic designer so I added a great 
deal more eggs that can’t be picked up as well as some webbed rocks for detail and some variation in ground texture in 
order to draw more attention to the area. I also completely added details for Hadronox’s boss room, some more 
webbed rocks as well as a kind of treasure horde area with an item pickup, a strung up corpse and a junk pile as well as 
some more eggs to try and make the area more interesting and worthwhile to explore as a player.  
 

 



   For Bronjahm’s room I added a kind of summoning circle type construction that Bronjahm could be standing in with 
blighted ground creeping out from it to show its undead corruption serving to further show Bronjahm’s link with Zevos, I 
also added some suitably scourge like decoration such as corpses, torture rooms and plenty of horded junk for the 
player to get items from.  
   For Anub’Arak’s room I kept is more simple with more space so that the final boss fight could occur unimpeded as 
there are other fighters that will be in the fray and they will need space to maneuver but Included many of the same 
features I did for Hadronox; webbed rocks, strung up corpses and junk piles.  
 
  This should hopefully help Nathan to continue his cinematic work as all props are in and hopefully boost his motivation 
to work too as I know that working on this map has had an impact on both our morale. 
 
My next task for this week was to finally implement my quests that have been sitting waiting to go for weeks into the 
alliance map, as the cinematics, techtree and quest are in some case closely intertwined (some quests need cinematics, 
some cinematics need quests and same for tech trees) Nathan, Declan and I collaborated in the work voice channel 
while I implemented them.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Most of it was a simple but tedious task of copy pasting the actions I’d already made (bottom right image) and 
deactivated in the main quest trigger to speed up implementation into the cinematic triggers that they needed to be in 
so they modified/displayed at the correct time. 
  However their were some triggers we needed to create in map like the one we made to keep track of and display how 
many archers the player had built in order to fulfill the build 5 archers requirement of the furbolg quest, I had not done 
something like this before and so Declan was a big help getting it to work, the trigger can be seen in the left image. We 
also had to create triggers for quest completion events that weren’t covered by cinematics like the destruction of the 
furbolg camp which can be seen in the top right image. Most of the triggers were simple but they did take a great deal of 
time to ensure that they would work properly and were in the right place and using the correct quest variables.  
 

 

 

 

 



   Another trigger that proved quite tricky was the one for 
the counter attack on Zoram’Gaar outpost as there were 
two requirements, to destroy the outpost and to free the 
human forces captured there, but the player could 
complete these in any order they would like so we had to 
have conditions on both requirement completion triggers 
to check if the other requirement had been completed 
using a bool variable we’d set up so that it would display 
the appropriate quest update message.  
   Getting the human units to spawn at the location of the 
correct destroyed destructible was also quite a tedious 
pain as the most effective way seemed to be just by have 
a very large sequence of if checks.  
 

   All of the quests can be seen in action in the videos 
submitted as evidence.  

   Based on Nathans feedback review I have now added pathways for the enemies to come from at the top of the map 
and have also added some height variation to make the area more interesting.  

I have also made the pathway to the dungeon much wider to accommodate for Nathan’s cinematic. 



   And finally, I reworked the path of the dungeon that takes you to Hadronox so that the Nerubian eggs are now on the 

critical path of the dungeon.  

   Overall the week has been mostly successful, a lot of work has been completed but it never seems like enough, likely 

because there are only a select few who actually do the work needed, I do not see this campaign being done to a good 

level especially getting all the maps up to the same quality as that would likely require me redoing most of the 

campaigns maps seeing as most that I’ve seen are painful to look at and clearly have had no care or passion put into 

them. Nonetheless the unit continues to be a massive learning experience and despite the ups and downs I’m still 

excited to apply what we learn in this unit in industry.  

What went Right 

✓ The map for the Orb of Frost level has now been brought up to a good level and has propelled the perceived 

progress of that level which has boosted morale.  

✓ Having the quests now in the Alliance map has made a significant step in the direction of making that map 

smoothly playable.  

✓ Once again left plenty of time for documentation challenges and my time estimations have been much more 

accurate this week than in previous weeks.  

What went Wrong 

• It’s taken almost three weeks to get the Orb of Frost map to an acceptable level. 

• We’ve realised there are some pretty large flaws in the current design of the Alliance level gameplay/story wise 

so we’re gonna have to shift some story beats around and make some new cinematics.  

• I’ve seen a lot of maps this week and they vary in quality SO much and its going to be a huge time commitment 

to get them to the same level especially since I’ll likely have to do it.  

• The unit requires us the ideally evenly delegate but in reality, most people don’t do the assigned task either at all 

or not to an acceptable level and with the backlog building it’s a disaster waiting to happen. 

What I’ve learned 

✓ How to track what units a player trains for quest purposes and the uses of the integer variable.  

✓ The affect on morale the state of the map can have on the people who work on it.   

Personal Rating (8 out of 10) 

   I think I would arguably rate myself with a 8, as this week I feel I have been very productive and performed some very 

critical tasks that will add greatly to the polish of levels and so the overall campaign, my time estimations have been very 

good compared to other weeks and I completed my tasks in a timely manner, however I realise that having to redo the 

Orb of Frost map this week as been an unnecessary overflow from the last two weeks and I should have been a more 

active support for Bia so that this situation did not arise in the first place.  

 



Author: Josh K 

Week 8 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

4 4.Garthog Map Re-Work (6H) 
 

25/3 6h 12.5h Completed 

 

Total Hours Logged this week:  12.5h out of 6h quota.   

Notes 

 
   My only task this week, which turned out to be far more titanic that first planned was to revamp the Garthog Barrens 
map so that it better fit with the quality of the other maps in the campaign. As can been seen above in the left two 
images the change is extensive, the most noticeable being the drastic change in colours, I made this change for two 
reasons; one, is that the Barrens is a huge savanna, not a desert/ash wasteland and the second is that in its prior state 
the map shared many look and feel characteristics with Xigbi’s map and I felt it was important for each map in the 
campaign to have a distinctive feel. 

 
   One of the maps major issues was its vast emptiness, I have tried to combat this by reworking the layout somewhat 
and by looking at the Barrens in WoW to see what other locations there are in the area that I could incorporate. In the 
end I added Honor’s Stand and Northwatch Hold; two Alliance forts as well as Farwatch Post and Thorn Hill, an Orc and 
Quilboar encampment respectively, above you can also see above how my paper plan translated to the finished map.   
 
 
 
 

Xigbi Map 



   The Crossroads has seen a huge improvement, I changed the fences for proper defensible wooden palisades, changed 
the shape from a boring square to something more natural looking and more interesting, removed the out of place Inn 
building and added an assortment of doodads to bring the location to life. I have also sourced some models for orc 
artillery that I used to give the Crossroads some cool detail. I made them into Doodads and Units so that later on down 
the line if they are too powerful or whatever else reason they can still be placed for the aesthetics. 
 

   The Goblin port of Ratchet has also seen an upgrade, I sourced some Goblin building and ship models from the hive to 
give the port a more distinctly Goblin feel that will hopefully make the location more memorable than its previous 
iteration.  

 
   The start camp that Garthog and Grum’Tak have their conversation in has been moved so that it is a good distance 
from the Crossroads since that was moved to be more central in the map, I also added some custom tent models and 
made it more seamless and natural in the environment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   The location for the Cenarion Expedition has seen only minor real change, I mostly just added little doodad details like 
the table and chairs and tents to really give the feel of an expedition site. 

 
   Agama’Gor has seen some adjustment, predominantly it has been toned down, in the original map it seemed almost 
daemonic when in actual fact its just a Quilboar settlement with some trademark Quilboar vine/thorn surroundings so I 
found some Quilboar building models that have the thorny vines as seen in WoW and populated the area with them 
while still keeping the previous iteration features of the rock arches and thorns from Northrend. 

 
   Previously the image above on the left was the only Centaur camp on the map but the RP sheets say that the 
Crossroads is surrounded by Centaur camps so while the image on the right is example of one there are now four 
Centaur camps around the level each as detailed as the one shown with different ground texture types and tents placed 
in a natural layout with plenty of environmental doodads like rocks, trees, torches and cacti to help bring each camp to 
life and feel real.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   I have made significant changes to the Tauren camp as well, I added palisades same as the cross roads and also sources 
a tauren town hall building and used and assortment of tent types and doodads so that it had the same level of detail as 
other locations in the map.  

   The Harpies on Dry Hill did not even look accessible in the levels last iteration so I remade the area so that the player 
would need to fight all the way up the hill to kill the Harpy Queen, fighting lesser Harpies the whole way up, I also added 
some much needed environmental detail using rocks and cacti as well as wheat from the Lordaeron palette as it served 
quite well in looking like long dried out grass.  
 
New Areas Added:  
 

   Northwatch Hold and Honors Stand are both alliance strongholds that exist within the region that Garthog’s story 
takes place so they are a lore friendly inclusion, for both I sourced three custom tents to populate the insides of the forts 
with and I also further used that palisades that I have used for many locations already as they suit the Barrens well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   Other new locations include a simple bandit encampment seen in the top left which I included to fill the map up 
somewhat but also because its lore friendly to have bandits camped along the Gold Road to waylay traveling merchants. 
In the top right you can see Farwatch Post which while offering nothing to the player in terms of gameplay through 
combat does populate the region and show that the area is predominantly Horde held. The bottom image shows Thorn 
Hill which is another encampment of Quilboars.  
   This rework took much longer than anticipated mostly because I severely underestimated how much time would be 
spent flattening the old map, my only prior experience with reworking a map was with the Orb of Frost map in which I 
basically just placed details, I hardly changed the terrain but this map was much much larger and I flattened the whole 
thing and started again so it was less of a rework and more just flat out doing a level, I also did not a lot time to source 
custom models as it did not even cross my mind I might need them. 
   I also hope that the rework hasn’t generated too much work for Josh to need to do as meshing with the while map will 
have definitely broken triggers and camera movements inside cinematics and it seems unfair that as the gameplay 
designer he has to do more work when it’s because of the level designer that this work has been generated.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   For my support role for Andre I was not called on to do very much, I just answered some questions he needed 

answering on discord and also helped him more directly with sorting out his issue with the tower. 

What went Right 

✓ Garthog’s map has been greatly improved and now is more on a level with others in the campaign.  

✓ Despite taking almost double the estimated time the map was still complete well before needed.  

✓ Working on Garthog’s map has allowed me to better know his story in the campaign. 

What went Wrong 

• It took over double the time estimated to complete the map.  

• Because of work for other units, time management has been chaos this week.  

• Because of the rework Josh now has a lot of extra work that could prevent him doing his tasks.   

What I’ve learned 

✓ The extra time it takes to fix something over if it was just done right the first time.  

✓ How important it is to avoid having empty space in the level.  

✓ The value of custom models for building as I had been reluctant to use them before.  

Personal Rating (8 out of 10) 

   I think I would arguably rate myself with a 8, as this week I feel I have been very productive again and I have 

substantially upped the quality of the map and therefore of the campaign as a whole more so than my frankly minor 

tweaks to the Orb of Frost map in comparison to the rework this week, however my time estimates where the most off 

they have been since the beginning and my time management hasn’t been as good with regards to the documentation 

challenge and work for other units.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Author: Josh K 

Week 9 Personal Log 

Tasks taken this week:  

ID Task Deadline Estimation Logged Hours State 

4. Fidir Quest Fixes/Alterations. 1/4 3H 2H Completed 

- Fidir Map additional fixes. - - 5H Completed 

5. Orb of Frost Quest Functionality. 1/4 1H 1H 30M Completed 

6. Orb of Fire Learn/Begin Cinematics. 1/4 4H 4H Completed 

7. Peer Level Design Quel’Sadra Map with Andre 1/4 3H 3H Completed 
 

Total Hours Logged this week:  15.5h out of 11h quota.   

Fidir Quest Fixes/Alterations: 

   The feedback received foe Fidir’s quest informed me that the player was too overwhelmed with information at the 

beginning of the level and that it didn’t make much sense for the characters and players to know the names of all bosses 

and the order they’re going to fight them from the very beginning and so they should probably be introduced 

incrementally.  

 
    
 
 
 
 

 

 
   Now as you can see in figure 1.0 the Deadly Dissertations quest not begins with one requirement to kill all faculty 
members instead of listing all the boss fights ahead, this should make more sense and overwhelm players less and can 
be seen in figure 2.0 the requirements now come in incrementally as you kill each one, I also went through a stage of 
adding the requirement when the boss fight began as well as when it’s completed but I changed it to only update on 
completion as I felt the first way meant that Quest messages were on screen too much and got in the way. As can also 
be seen I also have now greyed out the completed objectives to further improve clarity using the colour codes I looked 
up and found on the Hive. As seen in figure 3.0 I have made so that once the player reach the post Krastinov cinematic 
with the book of faculty member locations all the requirements are then added as I felt this made sense and is like a 
reward for finding the book. In figure 4.0 you can also see that I have altered the Secure Flanks quest to fail as soon as 
Polkelt is attacked rather than once he’s dead so that players can’t attack him then kill the main hall enemies and 
complete the quest despite being reckless and not securing the hall before attacking him.   

Figure 1.0 Figure 2.0 

Figure 3.0 Figure 4.0 

https://www.hiveworkshop.com/threads/warcraft-iii-color-tags-and-linebreaks.31386/


 
   Additionally the feedback made me realise that there is no consequence of not securing your flank and thus no reason 
to do it all, so I made a trigger that picked five random enemies from the hall and made them attack the heroes, of 
course this does not happen if you do secure your flanks so reckless players will have a harder fight. Originally the Unit 
Order actions were random hall enemy attack random hero but this meant that some were ordered to attack Marduke 
who they shouldn’t be able to see so I changed it to what is seen above to prevent this from happening as it look strange 
as enemies would just wonder up to Marduke and not attack because they couldn’t but they’d just stand there. 
 
Fidir Map Additional Fixes: 
 

▪ Gandling’s book drops on death. 
▪ Marduke no longer drops Keepsake on death. 
▪ Thickened Jandice walls again as she still plays escape artist occasionally. 
▪ Marduke no longer suddenly appears after the camera follows him in for his rejoining cinematic. 
▪ Ras' Keepsake can now only target Ras and displays error message and sound if otherwise. 
▪ Minimap + FoW is now fully black. 
▪ Tweaked beginning and end cinematic dialogue. 
▪ Subtitles now display consistently and correctly. 
▪ Tweaked dialogue in forest. 
▪ Requirements greyed out in quest messages when completed/failed. 
▪ Corridor enemies set to camp and moved as they occasionally attacked players in corridor cinematic. 
▪ Krastinov no longer faces strange angles in introduction. 
▪ Ras' Keepsake no longer permanently stuns target. 
▪ First room dialogue trigger region moved so that dialogue is not incorrectly triggered. 
▪ Heroes locked at Level 4 once they reach it. 
▪ Skeleton models changed so that they actually have weapons now.  
▪ Extra pathing blockers added to southern fence as characters could squeeze through. 
▪ Lord Barov cinematic altered to prevent AI fighting mid cinematic.  
▪ Marduke moved instantly to a region in corridor cinematic start incase players have left him behind somewhere (untested). 

 
Gandling Book Drop: 

   The reason Gandling’s book wasn’t dropping previously was because we were trying to order him to drop an item that 
wasn’t in his inventory which we didn’t know mattered we thought as long as the item existed in the level it was fine as 
we could just put it in his inventory as we need reference to it. The work around I implemented was to check every 0.01 
seconds to see is he was dead rather than on death in case something happened strangely with his teleport and then to 
move the item to Gandling’s location rather than ordering him to drop it.  
 



Ras’ Keepsake:  
 
   This item was particularly troublesome it was able to target all enemies not just Ras like it should and it would stun 
what it hit permanently and additionally even though Marduke was set to not drop items on death and the Ras’ 
Keepsake item was set to not be droppable Marduke would still drop it on death, which wasn’t at all frustrating.  
 
   The permanent stun was simple to fix, the Ras’ Keepsake ability tied to the item was set to zero duration which in WC3 
editor means infinite, it was probably set like this for testing and we forgot to set it back. Problem solved. 
 

 
   To solve Marduke being able to cast on anyone I created a trigger the fired when he began casting an ability, check to 
see if the target of that ability is Ras Frostwhisper, if it is then do nothing but if it wasn’t then order Marduke to stop and 
display an error message and play and error sound to tell the player why Marduke didn’t do as ordered. The ability uses 
up no mana but if it did this is also where I would replenish Marduke’s mana as well since he doesn’t get to cast it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   To deal with Marduke dropping the keepsake I went a bit nuclear and cleared every single one of his item slots at the 
start of the cinematic he dies in which did the trick, as can be seen above he no longer drops items, problem fixed. 
 
 
 

No Item 

Dropped 



Heroes Level Locked: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   The first method I tried to lock levels was to modify the gameplay constraints to change the max hero level from 10 to 
4 but I soon realised this also meant that the bosses I had set to level 10 were now level 4 so I scrapped this method. 
Then tried using triggers as seen in the right image that disabled experience gain once the hero had reached level 4, this 
method worked perfectly. 
 
Level Design Tweaks: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
   During one of my testing playthroughs I realised that because we have changed the Heroes collision sizes to let them 
better navigate the dungeon it means that they can squeeze between the fences in the southern outside section of the 
dungeon so as can be seen in figure 5.0 I have added pathing blockers the hole length of the fence to prevent this. I have 
also fixed one of our long-time known problems of the skeleton models not having swords, to fix this I just replaced our 
custom models with the base game skeletons, they now look much better and can be seen in figure 6.0. Figure 7.0 
shows how I have further thickened Jandice’s walls to hopefully stop her escaping the room while casting mirror image 
and finally figure 8.0 shows that I have now made the mini map and fog of war  completely black and not just partially 
visible by unticking the option in the Map Options window.   
 
 

Figure 5.0 

Figure 6.0 

Figure 8.0 Figure 7.0 



Dialogue Tweaks: 

 
   The largest dialogue alteration I made was to the new 
opening cinematic, I split up some of Fidir’s lines so that 
he was not say so much at once and I also changed how 
Marduke and Chambers speak their lines to better fit 
their character I feel, Chambers speaks proper rather than 
saying ‘boss’ and Marduke no longer seems like he’s here for Ras and Ras alone he feels like more of a team player now, 
that he wants to help with the others quests, and I also added some extra input from Orrin to show off more of the team 
from the get go of the level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   I made some minor phrasing changes to the final cinematic but predominantly based on feedback I changed the last 
line so that Fidir does not appear to know about the Orc invasion in Ashenvale as he is not supposed instead I have 
changed it so that he is fleeing to Kalimdor to evade the Argent Dawn who he knows will now think him a traitor. 
 

 
 
 
 
   I have also added to the dialogue in the forest vision so that Gandling is more involved, he now taunts Fidir somewhat 
and lays even more guilt at his feet.  
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   There were several instances in the level where the subtitles would display with the name on a different line to the 
colon and dialogue which didn’t look right and also was inconsistent with when the dialogue subtitles did display 
correctly. It turned out that this was because when the names were copy pasted into the string field enter had 
accidentally been pressed and created a new line beneath the name. So to fix this I had to go through all the dialogue 
transmissions and delete the extra lines as I found them, this is a small thing to fix but I think it has a big impact of the 
quality of the level as a whole.  
 
Cinematic Fixes: 

 
   One of the more notable issues was that in Marduke’s return cinematic he did not become viable until he had reached 
Fidir which meant that it was very easy to not even see him at all. This was because he was only ordered to change team 
after his move order was complete so I moved when this happened in the hierarchy of actions, this however caused him 
to pause out in the corridor as the change team order overwrote the move order, so I then had to fix that by ordering 
him to move again immediately after switching teams which solved the problem. I also made him move to a region 
rather than straight up to Fidir so that he can be clearly seen apart from the group to make the cinematic clearer.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
   Krastinov faces strange angles was infuriating, he was being told to look at Fidir after moving but he kept looking in the 
wrong direction, I tried making him look at a region to no avail and also tried making him face a specified angle to also 
no avail so in the end I just moved him so he was walking straight forward and was therefore by default facing the right 
way, this is fine has him being placed to the side is an artefact from when he used to be agroed by the Polkelt boss fight 
and we were trying to distance him from it but now we just pause him completely till needed so moving back won’t 
disrupt anything.  

 
   I have also moved the region that triggers the first battle dialogue as in its previous position I realised on one of my 
test playthroughs that it was accidentally triggered when I formed up the heroes at the top of the steps ready to attack. 
In its new position it will only be triggered when the players charge into battle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

   For the corridor cinematic I set all of the corridor enemies near it to target acquisition range ‘camp’ to try and prevent 
them from coming and attacking the player mid cinematic as they had done a few times while testing. I also paused and 
unpaused the main hall enemies at the beginning and end of the cinematic for the same reason as players do not have 
to clear the hall to go down the corridor. And finally I made it so that at the start of the cinematic Marduke is moved 
instantly to a region so that he is in the right place to start is move down the hall as the player might leave him behind 
and so he would begin to make his journey and would disappear too early, this should stop that.  

   Lastly I added a new region into the Jandice fight area that I order the heroes to move to a random point in just before 
Lord Barov bursts in to try and stop the players auto attacking Barov mid cinematic as even though they are supposed to 
be paused they don’t seem to want to follow instructions, but this seems to work just fine so problem solved.  
 
A full level playthrough can be found here: Fidir the Warpriest - [Solo Level] 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILnOpKEf_6c&feature=emb_logo


Orb of Frost Quest Functionality:  
 
   The quests for Orb of Frost had already been made I just needed to attach them to their associated goals now that 
more than just the level design is complete and in the level. 

 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 

   The first quest I added functionality for is the defeat condition for unsuccessfully defending the base camp against 
Nerubian attacks which was a very simple trigger to implement  that just fires when the townhall dies, fails the quest 
and displays a fail message, waits to allow the player to see the message then triggers a defeat for the player.  

 

 
 
 

   Adding functionality to the completion of the level itself was also simple, I just piggybacked onto Nathan’s end 
cinematic and added the Quest completions and a Quest message to pop up while in the cinematic, I also added the 
Victory action so that now the level does properly end. 

   The Egg quest was a tricky one as I had also forgotten about it, it didn’t have full functionality, luckily I had already 
done a quest similar in the Alliance map with training five archers so porting that logic over was very difficult there were 
just twelve if statements rather than five. The very tricky part however and the cause for this task going over estimation 
was the stacking of the items… 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
   Figure 9.0 shows off how I manage the counting quest update, its exactly the same as I used in the alliance map. Back 
to the stacking though, figure 11.0 shows the trigger logic I used to stack items, it’s a variant of a method I found on the 
Hive here. The only real difference being that instead of adding the held item charges to the stored one I instead just 
add a flat one to it and then have a special case for each of the heroes first pickups I did this because I couldn’t get the 
exact method in the tutorial working. This was by far the most time consuming aspect of this task but luckily it didn’t 
overshoot me that badly and now it works fine, I do foresee some possible issues in the future such as if the heroes 
inventory is full they won’t be able to pick up more eggs even though they stack, but these are very complicated issues 
to solve and hopefully they won’t have a very noticeable impact, if they do then I will have to revisit this. 
   In figure 10.0 you can see that I have also sourced a custom icon for the egg item from the Hive as previously the eggs 
had the ‘error’ icon of some random persons face, it also shows how they stack.  
 
   Additionally, I have now finally imported Umbron’s model and abilities so that can now finally be marked as completed 
and I have also set player colours and names so that they better fit the narrative of the level.  
 
   Full quest functionality can be seen in full here. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.0 Figure 10.0 

Figure 11.0 

https://www.hiveworkshop.com/threads/stacking-items.45226/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WB3isxGc-cw&feature=youtu.be


Peer Level Design with Andre:  

 
   For my peer task with Andre my main goal was to help him be able to better do the fine detail on his maps, I took the 
area of Auberdine and re-did all the while taking him through my process, explaining why I do what I do and telling 
about useful shortcuts and tricks that can enhance and speed up the process.  
 
   So for Auberdine I told him how I tend to do a lot of research into the area I’m going to building as not only does it help 
to get the feel of the area right but it can also spark ideas, I explained how the layout of the crossroads I built on 
Garthog’s map. In this case the images from WoW show that Auberdine is out to sea and perched on outcrops of rock, 
so in the new design I tried to emulate this as best I could and represent the WoW rendition.  
   During Auberdine’s construction I explained to Andre how I use fences to a lot to dictate the flow of human traffic in 
and area, this makes the area seem very lived in and real and how I tend to spam around shrubs to hid up awkward 
intersecting geometry between doodads and doodads and terrain. I also taught him how you can double click on a 
doodad to scale it, but if you want to scale it more than it limits you need to go into the object editor and change it max 
and min scaling values there and I also explained to him the value I find in placing units and walking around at stages of 
my designs to make sure it looks and works as I want.  
 
   When it came to the area Master’s Glaive Andre explained to me that he had had a big trouble with this area as we 
didn’t know how to represent it as in WoW is an area with the corpse of a giant long dead beast with an ancient sword 
embedded in it. I came up with the idea of using the large bone remains you can find and the also finding a sword model 
from the Hive which I think is quite a good work around and also helps Andre to see the value of custom models as this 
area is now much more lore friendly.  
   I also changed the area from being one Island to many and this more closely resembles Darkshore as area and now 
also allows for more possible Murlock encounters. During Master’s Glaive recreation I also taught Andre some handy 
things like how to lock time of day in editor, how to add weather effects to the map and how to set the fog of war from 
partially visible to black.  
 
   Overall I hope my examples have given Andre the ability to continue his work on this map to a higher level and I think 
having my example there in the map will be a big help as he can copy and paste items I’ve used easily rather than 
searching for them.  
 



Orb of Fire Cinematics:  
 

 
 

   This week I also had the task of learning how to do cinematics and then starting to implement them in the Orb of Fire 
map, I started my learning process my taking the cinematic template that Nathan had created for the Fidir Scholomance 
map and set about making my own version in order to fully understand what it was doing, my version of the template is 
basically the same it just has way more comments so that its easy for me to read. I reason I was able to learn so quickly 
was definitely thanks to Nathan and Josh’s work at the beginning of this project working out how you do cinematics 
from scratch. 
   Once my template was created I set about the first opening cinematic for  the map, I tried to make this cinematic as 
complex as I could to really test my self and make me learn and understand even more so that further down the line I 
would have no problem; I had the camera cut to different positions, cut between different characters and have panning 
and rotating cameras, moving units, units facing points, dialogue all the way through, as many things as I could think of 
to test my own ability as well as hopefully make the cinematic look impressive too.  
 

 
   The second cinematic allowed me to practice getting the 
camera to keep units in frame as they move and well as 
adding units to a unit group on the fly inside the 
cinematics. 
 

   For the base attack cinematic I made use of the 
Triggering unit variable so that the cinematic looks at 
whichever unit in the base is first attacked which I think 
was a pretty clever idea.  
 
 
   Overall I’m very pleased with how the cinematics have turned out and I feel like I really understand them now and 
aren’t some mystifying pieces of logic, it also means that I’m becoming quite the generalist in the studio as I have tried 
my hand at all the roles now except for TechTrees and abilities.  
 
All three cinematics can be seen in full here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RzMrcf3_oY&feature=youtu.be


   Overall this week has been packed, while I’ve done more hours of work before I don’t think the work has been this 
varied and it was quite frankly exhausting, the additional fixes I did on Fidir’s map was especially painful as after I’d done 
some fixies every time I would have to buckle in for a thirty minute playthrough of the map to make sure everything was 
in order, it was eye-gouging and while I know I was not assigned the task to do it was still something that desperately 
needed doing, Fidir’s map so tantalizingly close to being done so I felt obligated to get it across the finish line, especially 
since Nathan has slaved away on fixes the last two weeks.  
   While exhausting the week has still been very rewarding, I am now content to call Fidir’s map finished, I have hopefully 
helped Andre out a bunch as I know he struggles a lot with the fine detail of maps, I have completed the quests for Orb 
of Frost and have implemented a very complicated item stacking system which I am quite proud of and I can now add 
Cinematics to my list of abilities when it comes to Warcraft, so while very testing I am very pleased with how this week 
has gone.  
 
What went Right 
 

✓ Fidir’s map is now complete apart from balancing which we need a fresh perspective for as Nathan and I have far 

too much experience playing the level to balance it properly. 

✓ Hopefully I was helpful to Andre and he now feels better equipped to continue his task. 

✓ Managed to implement item stacking into orb of frost which is quite a complex trigger and now we have it if any 

other maps need it too.  

✓ Cinematics! I can do them! And to fairly good standard, I hope. 

✓ Time estimations are back on track and a vast improvement from last week misstep. 

What went Wrong 

• Adding Orb of Frost functionality took longer than estimated as I did not foresee needing to stack the egg items 

when I really should’ve.  

• As I am very unaware of the narrative behind the Orb of Fire map and the RP files do not go into that aspect of 

the level my Cinematics were quite general, so I need to look into the narrative for it for next time.  

• As all of the models and unit placement is not complete in the Orb of Fire map, I couldn’t really do any 

Cinematics in the dungeon as I don’t know what units might be there and what will need to paused.  

What I’ve learned 

✓ Cinematics! 

✓ I need to think about tasks more before I give the time estimates.  

✓ How much people struggle with maps and comments in reviews like ‘just add doodads’ while I understand 

completely means nothing to them.  

✓ Testing is a painful process and I hate it, but it makes so much of a difference.  

Personal Rating (9 out of 10) 

   I think I would arguably rate myself with a 9, as this week I feel I have been very productive again and I have tackled a 

very wide variety of tasks and have completed all of them to what I feel is a very good standard, I have tackled 

cinematics which I have never done before but I applied myself to it, I have tried my best to help weaker members of the 

team and I have created a very complex trigger to stack items in the orb of frost map, I am very happy with what I have 

been able to do and the only reason I don’t rate myself a ten is because my times estimates are still a bit off.  

 


